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For this edition, we
decided to interview

Roy-Hart‘s own
“rookie“ teachers! We

asked Ms. Feltz, Mr.
Versage, Mr. Benstead,

Mrs. Ashraf and 
Ms. Draper ten

questions about
themselves and their
teaching career. We

are also introducing a
new project, our Tag-
Team Story!  For this

story, each chapter will
be written by a

different member of
the ECHO staff. Our

story theme is murder
mystery!



Ms. Feltz

Where did you go to high school? College?1.
I went to Medina for high school and St. Bonaventure
for college.

2. Why did you decide to work at Roy-Hart?
Roy-Hart is similar to Medina in its size and structure
so I knew it would be a good fit for my teaching
preferences. 

3. Have you ever taught anywhere else?
 I have taught at 2 other schools.

4. What was your favorite class/subject in High
School?
 My favorite classes were French and biology!

5. What is the strangest item in your classroom?
I have a basketball hoop in my classroom.

6. What other jobs have you had?
I used to be a barista at Scripts Cafe and I was a
nanny. 

7. What is the coolest student backpack you have
seen this year?
Emily Duewiger’s, because it has a little whistle.



8. What is your favorite restaurant? Meal?
I love all food and trying new things, but my favorite is
Lloyd which is a taco place. 

9. What kind of car do you drive?
I drive a bright red Chevy Impala.

10. What/who is your favorite musical artist
My favorite musical artist is Beyonce, a queen. 

Mr. Versage

Where did you go to high school? College?1.
 Northerdam high school & Brockport college

2.Why did you decide to work at Roy-Hart
 I heard that it was a great school, and saw it as a great
opportunity.

3. Have you ever taught anywhere else?
 I started my career at Pembroke

4.What was your favorite class/subject in high
school?
 Physical Education

The ECHO team thanks you
 for the picture Mr. Versage!



5. What is the strangest thing in your classroom?
 The rubber chickens used to play capture the animal

6.What other jobs have you had?
 Target, Hockey referee, Olympia Sports

7. What is the coolest student backpack you have
seen this year?
 The Batman

8.What’s your favorite restaurant? Meal?
 Any pizzeria. Pizza. “I will try any pizzeria once.”

9.What kind of car do you drive?
 Lexus NX350

10. What/Who is you favorite music artist
Lany

Ms. Draper

Where did you go to high school? College?1.
Roy-Hart for high school and Keuka for college. I’m
currently going to Brockport for my Masters
2.Why did you decide to work at Roy-Hart?
I wanted to give back to the students and building that
made me a better person, plus I love to coach. 



3.Have you ever taught anywhere else?
I observed at Barker and I worked at BOCES

4.What was your favorite class/subject in high
school?
AG Science and all Mr. Sweeny’s classes were my
favorite

5.What is the strangest item in your classroom?
Dead plants

6.What other jobs have you had?
I worked at Beckers farms, New England seafood,
private tutoring, teacher’s aid & regional summer
school math BOCES, and Schwabs

7.What is the coolest student backpack you have
seen this year?
Spider-man backpack

8.What is your favorite restaurant? Meal?
Fuji Grill; chicken and rice

9.What kind of car do you drive?
2021 Buick Encore SUV

10.What/who is your favorite musical artist?
Taylor Swift

Mrs. Ashraf



Where did you go to high school? College?1.
I went to Buffalo Seminary High School. For college, I went to a few
different schools: St. John Fisher University, American University, and SUNY
at Albany. 

2. Why did you decide to work at Roy-Hart?
As soon as I arrived on the Roy-Hart campus, I felt something different in
the air - and it wasn't the farm air! The staff and faculty at the school that
day immediately learned my name and made an effort to get to know me,
not just as a teacher candidate, but as a person. When I met the students, it
was much the same. Though we come from very different walks of life, we
all agree on one thing - GO RAMS!!!!!!!!!!

3.Have you ever taught anywhere else?
 I have taught at Casey Middle School in Williamsville and Cleveland Hill
in Cheektowaga. In 2017, I taught abroad in Medellín, Colombia.

4. What was your favorite class/subject in high school? 
??????

5. What is the strangest item in your classroom?
The strangest item in my classroom is probably the unreasonable amount
of hidden snacks I have for myself for throughout the day. 

6. What other jobs have you had?
I worked for a few start-ups, the government, and some of the big
government agencies in Washington, DC. 

7. What is the coolest student backpack you have seen this year?
 The coolest backpack I've seen this year has had a crazy amount of pins on
it. That's right up there with the one that looks like a strawberry shortcake!

8. What is your favorite restaurant? Meal?
Any single ice cream

9. What kind of car do you drive?  
I have a Toyota RAV4

10. What/who is your favorite musical artist?
 Andy Grammer is my jam. He weaves in self-empowerment, grief, loss,
love, and passion into every one of his songs. Plus, I met him in real life
and he is just as genuine in real life. Juanes, too, of course! He's the
reason I got into Spanish in the first place!



Mr. Benstead

Where did you go to high school? College? 1.
Springville High School, Fredonia, and University of
Buffalo

2. Why did you decide to work at Roy-Hart? 
This paid more money than being an adjunct
professor and the school, Medaille, ended up closing
shortly after
3. Have you ever taught anywhere else? 
Yes, but not English. Music in Buffalo
4. What was your favorite class/subject in high
school?
 Music or Introduction to Film

5. What is the strangest item in your classroom? 
Hanging sign with two giraffes that says 2 x 2 that
Gwyn got me because I was in a show called 2 by 2 and
Gwyn thought of me when she saw it so she bought it
for me.

6. What other jobs have you had? 
Worked for an Electronics distribution companies
selling wifi routers for NFL teams, managed a
Gamestop in a mall for 2 years, and a cook in an
Italian restaurant



10. What/who is your favorite musical artist?  
Catfish and the Bottlemen

7. What is the coolest student backpack you have
seen this year? 
Kenzie Baer’s

8.  What is your favorite restaurant? Meal? 
Saigon Bangkok/Chicken curry

9. What kind of car do you drive? 
Chevy Trax



   Carver Bay, located in the suburbs of Ohio, nothing
bad ever happens in this quaint, quiet town. The
most surprising thing to ever strike Carver Bay was
the fish scandal two local grocery stores got
themselves into the spring of 2015. Other than that,
everything has been peaceful. Until one unfortunate
winter's day when Jamie finds the body of her best
friend lying grotesquely on the floor of the old Carver
Bay Asylum.
 
   After flocking to the police and finding instead
of help, a cold stone wall, Jamie grows suspicious
of the circumstances of the untimely death of her
best friend Clark. Jamie has been studying
investigative journalism at university for the past
three years, and now it's time to put what she's
learned to the test. There are only 42 days left of
winter break, 42 days until she must return back
to her dormitory and normal college life. Will she
be able to get to the bottom of this tragedy in
time?

“When the Quiet Breaks”
Synopsis

Check out the next edition of 
the Echo to read the first chapter!


